
Modules Re-appearing

ISSUE

Editor only - Nexus Module appearing for Admin

Footer Module appearing for Admin (assigned to Editor, Anonymous, Registered)

Admin was not a member of these modules

SETTINGS

Sessions set to 640800 ( Kernel > Server Settings > Misc)

Content Cache was off (Liberty > Liberty Settings)

Module Cache was off 

METHOD

1 Reset “Adjust Module Positions” as per Xing's advice Kernel > Manage Layouts

This applied itself to default layout positions only

Title 5

Menu 10

Nexus – admin 15

Nexis – editor 20

Footer 5

2 Cleared Kernel > System Cache

3 Set cache times for all 3 layouts as per chat with Laetzer and Wjames5

Title 86400

Menu 0

Nexus – admin 3600

Nexis – editor 3600

Footer 3600

Checked that “Modules require membership” was ticked.

RESULT

The day after there were still issues.  No adjustments made.  Settings checked.

Footer still there for Admin (who is not assigned to see it)

The day after that , the same.

METHOD



This time manually adjusted the PHPbb layout module positions to increments of 5

They were 

Title 1

Menu 1

Nexus – admin 1

Nexus – editor 1

Footer 2

Manually reset to 5,10,15,20, 5

Wiki was

Title -2

Menu -1

Nexus – admin 0

Nexus – editor 1

Footer 1

Manually reset to 5,10,15,20, 5

RESULT

The default site title came back and overlaid the image that we had replaced it with – therefore 2 site title modules 
effectively, complete with login 

– PHPbb layout but not in WIKI layout

CONCLUSION

Figured out that when Xing told me to 'adjust module positions' in Themes > Manage layout Configure: Layout Options 
(think this is where I did it actually) – it was not a global adjustment.  So no further ahead.

METHOD

Cleared content cache Kernel > System Cache.

RESULT

The overlaid default site title module disappeared.

The Nexus Editor Module and Footer still there for admin in Wiki layout.

NOT there for Phpbb layout.

NOT there for default layout (ie what you see when in liberty, kernel etc)

(Footer there for anonymous in both Wiki and Phpbb layouts as it should be.)



FURTHER INFORMATION

There is a discrepancy between what is seen in Themes > Manage Layouts 'Configure: Layouts' and Themes > 
Configure: Layout Options.

Themes > Manage Layouts “Configure: Layouts' looks like this:

Default Wiki PHPbb

Site title   

Menu   

Nexus - admin One thereof but as this is shown as 'temp >> nexus' there is no way of 
telling which one.

Nexus - editor

Footer x  x

Vs Themes > Configure:Layout Options

Default Wiki PHPbb

Site title   

Menu   

Nexus - admin   

Nexus - editor   

Footer   

[ASIDE: am trying to apply class attributes to contents of footer module that on the whole is unsuccessful although it did 
what I asked it to once after throwing adodb errors:

“Notice: Undefined offset: 0 in URL/util/adodb/session/adodb-session.php on line 859

Warning: Cannot modify header information - headers already sent by (output started at URL/util/adodb/session/adodb-
session.php:859) in URL/themes/BitThemes.php on line 1635”

 which are a common occurrence these days.  Wondering if db errors are leading to the module re-appearing issues, but 
can't understand how so if cache is being cleared constantly and why it is not globally inconsistent ie across all layouts.

The other half is going to write a js after footer module content load that sets the styles.]


